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With plastic straw 
ban, Washington 
turns its back on 
its own invention 

“How do you drink a milkshake without a straw?”
It is a question the city of Washington will
soon face after deciding, in the interest of the

environment, to ban plastic drinking straws - an almost
sacrilegious act in the birthplace of this simple object, a
seemingly indispensable part of daily American life. In
the last century, millions of straws were produced in the
Stone Straw Building, a stolid-looking structure of yel-
lowing brick in a residential neighborhood. The building
now houses the capital’s transit police headquarters.

The only visible sign of its historic character comes
from a discreet commemorative plaque affixed to a wall
above a garbage bin that honors the memory of Marvin
C Stone, “Inventor of the Paper Straw”. According to
legend, Stone, who settled in Washington after being
wounded while fighting for the Union side in the Civil
War, had the inspiration one evening while sipping on
his favorite cocktail, a mint julep. At that time, people
sometimes used actual straws - dried lengths of ryegrass
- for drinking, but Stone was put off by the inescapable
rye-flavored residue they imparted. 

So he adapted a machine already in use for making
paper cigarette holders, instead wrapping spirals of
paper around a pencil-like cylinder, attaching the ends
with wax and then removing the cylinder. He filed for a
patent in 1888 - the objective, he said in his application,
was to create a “cheap, durable and unobjectionable
substitute for natural straws commonly used for the
administration of medicines, beverages, &c.” - and the
rest is history.

But almost a century and a half later, his ungrateful
adoptive home became the second large US city, after
Seattle, to ban the plastic descendants of Stone’s popular
invention. The ban technically took effect Jan 1 but it
came with a grace period, meant to ease the transition for
restaurants and businesses, that ends July 1. 

Everything ‘to go’ 
“A lot of businesses are still using plastic straws and

don’t have a strategy,” said Kirk Francis, who manages
the Tastemakers food hall in a former mayonnaise facto-
ry adjoining the Stone Straw Building. The young, envi-
ronmentally minded entrepreneur faced the same exis-
tential question years ago when he launched “Captain
Cookie and the Milk Man”, a food truck selling baked
treats and dairy products: “How do you drink a milk-
shake without a straw?”

He considered straws of metal, of biodegradable
paper or of vegetable-based material - many of them
more expensive or flimsier than those of plastic - and
says he has yet to find a “good solution”. The youthful
“Captain” Kirk, who wears a Cookie Monster cap over
his curly brown hair, knows that most of his customers
don’t really care that much: “Customers want a straw that
works well.”

So getting people to give up their straws will not be
easy. They have been an inextricable part of American
culture since they were first promoted as a way to curb
the spread of disease at a time when people would share
a common cup when drinking from public fountains.
Another American, Joseph Friedman, elaborated on
Stone’s invention in the 1930s after watching his daugh-
ter struggle with a milkshake. His modification, the flexi-
ble straw, has grown in popularity alongside other main-
stays of Americans’ consumer culture: soda fountains,
carry-out food, iced drinks with lots of ice.  

The ban on plastic straws is really just a symbolic
beginning, said Sarah Perrin, a Tastemakers customer,
who was with her young daughter. Five-year-old Lily
was using a plastic straw to sip fruit juice from a plastic
cup topped with a plastic lid. “Without a straw, she
would spill it all over,” her mother said. “The straw ban
comes from a good intention, but what about disabled
people and kids?” Perrin asked. “It can help us feeling
better about ourselves, but does it really make a differ-
ence for the environment if we don’t target the corpora-
tions first?” — AFP 

The Islamic State group may have lost its “caliphate”,
but three months later, experts have warned the mil-
itants are still attacking fighters and fields in Syria

to show they remain relevant. The Syrian Democratic
Forces announced they had expelled the extremists from
their last patch of land in eastern Syria on March 23, after
a months-long campaign backed by air strikes of a US-led
coalition. The Kurdish-Arab alliance taking control of the
riverside village of Baghouz spelt the end of the militant
proto-state declared in 2014 in large parts of Syria and
neighboring Iraq.

But even as the Kurdish-led force fights to quash
sleeper cells in northeast Syria, IS continues to claim reg-
ular attacks there and in other parts of the war-torn coun-
try. “ISIS has never stopped being a threat in northern
and eastern Syria,” says Syria expert Nicholas Heras,
using an alternative acronym for IS. Over the past three
months, they have claimed regular attacks in SDF-held
areas, including targeted killings and setting fire to vital
wheat crops.

The deadliest include a car bombing on June 1 that took
the lives of 10 civilians and seven SDF fighters in the
northern city of Raqqa, the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights says. On April 9, another suicide blast killed 13 peo-
ple, mostly civilians, also in the group’s former de-facto
Syrian capital. “At its core, the ISIS strategy in the SDF-
controlled areas, the areas that ISIS once ruled, is to frus-
trate any designs to replace” it, Heras said.

‘Hearts and minds’ 
“ISIS is locked in a tug-of-war with the United States

and the SDF to win the hearts and minds of the local Arab
population,” the analyst at the Center for a New American
Security said. The SDF is led by Kurdish fighters, but areas
recently taken from IS in eastern Syria are largely Arab-
majority. Both the Damascus regime and the SDF are com-
peting for the favor of these tribes in the oil-rich Deir
Ezzor province. Tactics such as crop burning and assassi-
nations are making it difficult for the SDF to build new
order, and help persuade residents that no viable alterna-
tive to IS exists, Heras said.

Elsewhere in the country, the militants also continue to
be a headache. In Syria’s vast desert, they continue to hit
regime forces with deadly attacks and ambushes, years
into a Russia-backed campaign to eliminate them. The
Britain-based Observatory says more than 150 loyalist
fighters have been killed since March 24, the latest four on
Sunday. Even in the northwestern anti-government strong-
hold of Idlib, the militants are present. Online, IS loyalists
have revved up their propaganda machine to big up alleged
feats in other parts of the world. “What matters the most
now is to convince people that they’re here to stay,” Syrian
analyst Hassan Hassan said. They want to persuade “poten-
tial recruits that they have a long term project that goes
beyond holding territory”. Suicide bombings in Sri Lanka
that killed 258 people on April 21, and elusive IS supremo
Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi’s first appearance in five years in
video footage posted on April 29, likely did just this.

‘Include locals’ 
The US-led coalition has said it is backing the SDF

in northeast Syria to quash thousands of remaining loy-
alists. “The so-called physical caliphate is defeated, but
Daesh as an organization is not,” coalition spokesman
James Rawlinson said, using an Arabic acronym for IS.
Last week, the SDF detained several IS loyalists in two
operations in Deir Ezzor and the northeastern province
of Hasakeh, it has said. In areas now under SDF control,
US-backed forces are also helping to clear landmines,
Rawlinson said.

And they are working to set up military councils “to
assume all security functions for their communities, pro-
vide stability, and work toward normalcy”, he told AFP.
Last week, the SDF announced the formation of such a
council in Raqqa.”These local and regional initiatives
are important to ensuring the enduring defeat of
Daesh,” Rawlinson said. Hassan warned the coalition
and its Kurdish-led allies should act fast while IS is still
“on the run and defeated”.

“The fear is that, as time goes by, IS will be able to
reorganize itself and then the coalition will lose that
window of opportunity where they can make a big dif-
ference,” he said. Including members of local Arab com-
munities with real influence in decision-making was key,
Hassan said. “Locals have to be included in the process,
in security and in politics, and running their own areas
without feeling they are governed by out-of-towners,”
he said. — AFP 

Landless IS still a threat in Syria 
In this file photo taken on Feb 22, 2019, men suspected of being Islamic State fighters wait to be searched by members of the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces after leaving
the IS group’s last holdout of Baghouz in Syria’s northern Deir Ezzor province. — AFP 

Palestinians shun 
US prosperity 
pledges despite 
financial woes 

Boxes of unsold biscuits are piled up in a West
Bank warehouse, a sign of tough economic
times faced by Palestinians who are deter-

mined not to be wooed by Washington’s economic
pledges. “Money does not replace the dignity of
our people and the justness of our cause,” said
Mazen Sinokrot, whose company produces food-
stuffs and a range of other goods. A former
Palestinian finance minister, Sinokrot said he had
been invited to a US-sponsored economic confer-
ence in Bahrain this week but declined.

The United States aims to showcase its vision of
the potential economic benefits to the Palestinians
if - after decades of hostilities and failed peace ini-
tiatives - they were to agree a deal with Israel. But
when the White House unveiled the financial details
of the plan on Saturday, it was immediately reject-
ed by the Palestinian government. “The economic
situation should not be discussed before the politi-
cal one. And as long as there is no political (solu-
tion), we do not deal with any economic issues,”
said Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas, giving
his reason for not attending the Manama meeting.

Nearly all Palestinian business leaders are set to
also boycott the conference, despite the hard
financial conditions at home. At the Sinokrot com-
pany’s factory near Ramallah, in the occupied West
Bank, two of the three biscuit production lines have
been switched off for the past month. “(People)
who were able to buy two packets a day are now
buying one or none at all,” said production head
Majd Sinokrot.

The economy in the Palestinian territories is
flagging, with only minor growth in the West Bank
last year and gross domestic product in the Gaza
Strip declining by eight percent. The World Bank
recently described an “unsustainable economic sit-
uation”, with unemployment topping 30 percent
across the West Bank and Gaza Strip. In the strip,
which has been under a crippling Israeli blockade
for more than a decade, the jobless rate last year
stood at 52 percent.

Palestinians reject deal 
The Manama conference is intended to “unlock

the incredible potential of the Palestinian and
regional economy”, according to Washington’s
Middle East envoy Jason Greenblatt. But, writing
for CNN, he admitted that “our economic plan
cannot be successful without a political agree-
ment.” The political elements of the peace plan are
expected to be delayed until after an Israeli elec-

tion in September. But even before the publication
of the economic aspects of the deal - which aims to
raise $50 billion over a decade - the Palestinians
voiced their opposition to any upcoming plan. They
argue Washington is biased in favour of Israel, cit-
ing recent decisions under US President Donald
Trump such as cutting hundreds of millions of dol-
lars in Palestinian aid. Palestinians say the economic
stagnation is largely the result of decades of Israeli
occupation and measures imposed by the Israeli
government such as tight restrictions on freedom
of movement.

A standoff between the two administrations in
recent months has left the Palestinian Authority
short of tens of millions of dollars in tax revenues
collected by Israel on its behalf. The budget short-
fall led the Palestinian government to halve the
salaries of its more than 100,000 staff. Relations
between the Ramallah-based PA and Gaza’s
Islamist rulers Hamas have also worsened, with
Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas taking meas-
ures which have hit the enclave’s residents.

On top of disputes between the rival administra-
tions, Palestinians continue to suffer the effects of
corruption and poor governance, according to
Palestinian economist Nasr Abdel Karim. With
Israel drawing tens of thousands of Palestinian
workers, an Israeli official described such employ-
ment as a “win-win situation”. Many Palestinian
business owners have strong economic ties with
Israel, but are worried about a backlash if they
attend the Bahrain conference.

No more than a handful of Palestinians are
expected to attend, including businessman Ashraf
Jaabari who is known at home in the West Bank
city of Hebron for his controversial relations with
Israeli settlers. For economist Abdel Karim, the
Bahrain conference is “an attempt to avoid poli-
tics and focus on the economic aspect, so it leads
to prosperity and then to peace”. But for the
majority of Palestinian business owners, he said,
“there is a feeling that the cost of participation
will be high.” — AFP 

Whale cutlets, sliced raw
whale, deep-fried
whale nuggets, whale

bacon and whale jerky feature on
the menu at the restaurant Yoko
Ichihara runs - and that’s just a
small sample of the ways Japan
eats whale. Though Japan’s gov-
ernment maintains that eating
whale is a cherished part of its
food culture, nationwide con-
sumption didn’t really take off
until after World War Two and
peaked in the early 1960s before
falling as other protein sources
became cheaply available.

A 1986 global whaling mora-
torium made whale a pricey food
that rarely appears on family
tables or in ordinary supermar-
kets, with vendors relying on
Japan’s scientific research whal-
ing for their supply. Japan
resumes commercial whaling on
July 1. “A lot of people came in
after hearing that the research
whaling had ended, worried that
they couldn’t get whale any-
more,” Ichihara said. “They were
surprised to hear whale is taken
in Japan too.”

True aficionados have
endured, sating their whale crav-
ings largely through speciality
restaurants such as the one
Ichihara, 42, operates in
Minamiboso, just east of Tokyo.
Traditional recipes include blub-
ber with vinegar-miso sauce,
thinly sliced whale tongue, whale
steak, a hotpot where slices of
whale meat are simmered with
mizuna greens and, the simplest,
raw whale dipped in soy sauce.
Several restaurants have come
up with whaleburgers, a patty of
whale meat sandwiched between
buns or pressed rice.

Ichihara’s restaurant offers
many of these, as well as a
unique take on traditional whale
treats: fried whale dressed with
slivered vegetables and vinegar,
grilled marinated whale steak,
and raw whale chopped with
miso and scallions.

Aficionados say whale tastes
somewhat like beef, but with a

stronger flavor. Whaling advo-
cates point to its high protein
content and low carbon footprint
compared with other meats.
Ichihara’s mother-in-law,
Yachiyo, praises it as an ideal
food. “When it’s in your mouth,
it’s meat, but when it’s in your
stomach it’s like fish, it’s light,”
she said. Whale represents only
0.1 percent of Japan’s meat con-
sumption, so proponents say
getting the next generation to
eat it is essential.

Schools occasionally serve it
for lunch, including some - like
those in Chigasaki, a city west of
Tokyo that is not a traditional
whaling area - as a way of
teaching children what people
ate in the past. To make it
appealing to students, whale is
usually served as fried nuggets,
often with a soy-ginger sauce or
ketchup, said Emi Yamaguchi, at
the Chigasaki Board of
Education. “Since it’s such a rare
thing, it’d be too bad to have lots
left over,” she said. “It’s a special
event so the kids are excited,
and we make it in ways that
appeal to them.”

The Ichiharas have taken part
in whale-cooking contests to
develop new dishes, with prizes
going to items such as whale-
filled spring rolls. A Minamiboso
roadside store stocks whale-
stuffed Chinese buns and whale
ham along with more traditional
items and cookies sold in boxes
decorated with whales. 

Yoko Ichihara wishes more
people ate whale at home, but is
reassured by the restart of com-
mercial whaling. “I’d be con-
cerned if I heard we couldn’t eat
whale in Japan, but since we’ll be
able to take them here, I have no
worries,” she said. But she also
noted wryly that the restaurant’s
most popular menu items are
things like whale cutlets and cro-
quettes. “They like the things
that don’t taste much like whale,
which seems like a bit of a
waste,” she added. — Reuters 

Palestinian industrial workers wrap freshly-pro-
duced chocolate wafer biscuits before packing
at a factory in the West Bank city of Ramallah on
June 17, 2019. — AFP 

Raw, fried or on a bun:
Many ways Japan eats whale

Plastic straws wrapped in paper and plastic forks
are seen at a food hall in Washington DC on June 20,
2019. — AFP 


